
Meta-archaeology/ Room Sheet
This exhibition can be divided into four sections:

The RecoRding

1/ Untitled

As he was working on the exhibition, Florian set out to position himself as an archaeologist 
of his own memory. An exercise worthy of georges Perec’s “i Remember”, he tried 
going back in time to find a work he could ”reactivate” among those he had already 
produced. It is a typeset drawer containing fingerprints made out of wax almost 20 years 
ago which he decided to re-produce, but without recovering its original title. 
We could thus replace the famous Untitled by: Title forgotten.

2/ [Ream] Triptych

[Ream] is a very simple protocol which Florian put in place with means 
found in the so-called universe of ”office automation” ; a ream, a felt-tip 
pen, and the same action repeated identically on 500 sheets of paper. 
despite a mechanical way of repeating the same action which one might 
think would render identical results, the imperfection of the gesture is made 
visible by the vibration of this ”cartoon”.

The line refers to the artistic fight conducted between Apelle and

Protogene ; the two Greek painters fought an artistic duel focused on a 
precise gesture, that of drawing the most tenuous line possible on a canvas.

The circle refers to giotto di Bondone, the famous italian early 
Renaissance painter, who had to prove his talent to Pope Benedict 
Xi’s emissaries. Through an act of absolute mastery, he achieved it by 
drawing a perfect circle by hand on a sheet of paper.

3/ MOTO

The Archaeologist collects and records the remains of the past. in 
this installation, Florian becomes an archaeologist of his daily life by 
performing the collection and registration of his son’s motorcycle 
drawings made in 2016. Beyond the figure of a doting father displaying his 
son’s “presumed genius” (like any good father should), it is here an example 
of repetition as a means of learning, of the appropriation and mastery 
of reality; when the gesture of doodling becomes a symbol for the 
construction of a child’s imagination.

4/ Fragmentology

This work of research and experimentation on the fragmentation of an object directly 
refers to “La vie mode d’emploi” (“User’s guide to Life”). This famous novel by georges 
Pérec was indeed written using constraints similar to those of the puzzle. it is here an 
attempt to command this fragmentation through a natural and random process. 
however, these clay fragments additionally echo the fragmentation of archaeological 
objects.

Time

5/ 87785s

Basic equipment found in fine art stores, a drawing book and some color pencils are 
reinvested in order to quantify a working time frame. it took 87785 seconds, a little more 
than one day, to “use up” every single pencil in the box. As the famous quote by chemist 
Antoine Lavoisier goes: ”nothing is lost, nothing is created, everything is transformed”.

6/ Bucology (29/01/19-04/02/19)

“To avoid using plastic, i started brushing my teeth with solid, packaging-free 
toothpaste”. This change in oral hygiene has led Florian to brush his teeth with a solid 
toothpaste made from natural charcoal. it turns out that natural charcoal is also a 
pigment for the color black; thus was born this series of daily “stains”.

7/ Certifications on honour

each year, the artist imposed on himself a year-round constraint. The only written 
traces of these performances are A4 sheets of paper printed from a desktop printer 

describing the undertaken actions, signed at the end of the performance year.

The three pieces of this space thus evoke time: respectively, a day (87785s) a 
week (Bucology), and a year (Certifications on honour).

The dAiLy LiFe

8/ Battlefield maps (In-situ)

Over the year 2016, Florian has collected, inventoried, and archived all 
waste generated in his household (including his son’s and his partner’s) 
– with the exception of soiled objects and organic residues, in order 
to obtain a preservable and “archivable” raw material. each month, 

a film was made with the help of a scanner and edited like a 
“tourné-monté” film shot on a Super 8 camera, thus eliminating 
the post-production from the editing process. The mise en scène 
is reduced to the centering of the object on the “film plane”. 
Again, this work demonstrates an archaeological concern, being 

based on data recording and ranking by type of vestiges. Like 
Florian, who analyzes and retains waste generated by his family, 
the archaeologist often searches through the “garbage bins” of our 
predecessors from the distant past.

9/ Battlefield maps (sound creation)

Florian suggested to Dorian Ecoiffier and David Argi they reinvest 
his archives to conceive a sound creation. The only constraints 
were to not transform the objects into instruments, and to not 
destroy them.
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10/ The Sheds

Ruin amongst the ruins, the abandoned site of the so-called «sheds» (“cabanes”) was a 
set of buildings which served as a work and storage space prior to the construction of the 
museum. This film, far from being exhaustive, paints a portrait of the place through the 
memories of people who frequented it.

11/ Untitled 

This tool was made for the film «The Sheds». It takes its autonomy here by becoming a 
framing instrument in the 16/9 aspect ratio.

12/ Pseudomorphosis

Throughout the first on-site search campaigns, archaeologists made use of containers 
from their daily lives (yogurt pots, cans, boxes…) to store any uncovered archaeological 
material. In 2016 and 2017, as part of a major «rearrangement” of the collections, the 
museum’s teams have reconditioned all archaeological findings into modern containers. 
By cleaning up and classifying these containers, Florian breathes life back into to this 
archaeology of archaeology.

13/ Fragmentology 2 (In-situ)

in the archaeology museum of nice/cimiez, at dusk, the security camera recorded a 
strange ritual. The museum director, Bertrand Roussel, breaks up terracotta pots whose 
pieces are then collected by the artist; the sound of it is captured by a sound recordist. 
The images coming from the silent security camera convey to us an absurd fiction of 
“creation of the fake”, or the search for the shattering sound which led these pots to turn 
into shards.

14/ Photographic excavation

During the recording of interviews for «The Sheds» film, Florian submitted prints of found 
photographs to Alain grandieux (an archaeologist strongly familiar with the site) who tried 
to analyze possible remaining clues left on the images. A difficult task considering the 
damage inflicted by time on these prints, he nonetheless provides us with keys to better 
read these photographic remains.

15/ Ré-invention

In the recovered containers, Florian found an iron box where were hidden 11 6x6-format 
photographic negatives. The 11 pictures were printed on transparent paper, referring to 
the moment of discovery. one has to move in the space in order to search the elements 
still visible in the photos. 


